
Mari Lugh Ross
   

Reiki Master
   Tarot Professional

   Sidereal Circle Facilitator
Wedding Officiante

Mari is an ordained minister who has 
been practicing her skills in Reiki, 
Tarot, Astrology as a meditation lead-

er, and officiating marriage ceremonies for more than ten 
years before recently moving to Humboldt. As a Tarot pro-
fessional she has offered her insights at numerous psychic 
fairs as well as through individual sessions. Her clients have 
worked with her face-to-face and remotely via video with 
well received results. Since coming to Humboldt she has 
initiated the Sidereal Sistarhood Circle through Wholistic 
Heartbeat that has developed a strong following.
If you have an interest in a Reiki session, her rates are $85/
hour and can be arranged by email or phone. Reiki offers 
a non-invasive energetic transfer that can assist in clearing 
trauma energy from your system and provide you a lasting 
sense of wellbeing.
Tarot readings are $85 for a one-hour reading that includes 
coaching for life path choices. Mari calls upon Universal 
energy to communicate details and offers her clients an op-
portunity to safely express concerns, dreams and discuss ex-
ploration their choices.
The Sidereal Sistarhood Circle is an open group that can be 
joined during the Balsamic phase of each lunar cycle.  This 
is a dynamic personal development method that draws upon 
Tarot, Astrology and Moon energy to help you create your 
dreams while becoming part of a community that offers in-
sight and support to your life. The processes applied within 
this Circle include making use of the lunar phases, explor-
ing how our natal astrological chart is activated and uses the 
magic of Tarot to set intentions, plant our dreams and nurture 
them to fruition.  The SSC meets twice each lunar cycle, at 
the Balsamic and Full Moon phases at the Wholistic Heart-
beat studio in McKinleyville. The cost of the Sidereal Sistar-
hood Circle is $20/lunar cycle.

(509) 308-3890 
sidereal.sistarhood@yahoo.com 

for the SSC, 
or clarityinsights@yahoo.com 

for Reiki or Tarot sessions

Mari accepts PayPal, cash or check.  


